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quis, 2915) winch gave 12,844 biographies for the six
New England states
Who's who In the nation's capital,
1934/35 Wash, Randcll [c!934] 1022p
23cm $10	9200753
1st ed   1921
AUSTRALIAN
Australian encyclopedia, ed by A W
Jose and H J Carter Sydney, Angus and
Robertson, 1925-26 2v il, pi (part col)
28cm.
Includes nearly 850 biographies of persons no longer
living   For full description see under History, p 348
Mennell, Philip. Dictionary of Aus-
tralasian biography, comprising notices
of eminent colonists 1855-1892 Lond,
Hutchmson, 1892 542p 20cm 920 09
Who's who in Australia 8th ed , 1933/34,
incorporating Johns's notable Austra-
lians and being a record ot the careeis of
prominent and representative people of
our time, by Enol G. Knox. Melbourne,
Herald, 1933 348p 20cm 8s 6d 920 09
BRITISH
Dictionary of national biography, ed by
Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee Reissue
Lond , Smith, Elder, 1908-09. 22v 24cm
(Ox umv pr 420s ,$140)	920042
vl-21, A-Z, v22, 1st suppl, Additional names, 1901
—2d~3d supplements, 1901/11, 1912/21.
Ox umv pr, 1912-27. 2v. 24cm 21s ,$7
ea.
2d suppl , 1901/11, ed by Sir Sidney Lee 1912, 3d
suppl, 1912/21, ed by H W C Davis and J R H
Weaver 1927
—	Index and epitome, ed. by Sir Sidney
Lee   Lond,  Smith,  Elder,  1903-13   2v
24cm.
Contents Index and epitome to mam set and 1st
suppl (22v) 1903 14S6p , Index . to 2d suppl 1913
129p
—	The concise dictionary from the be-
ginnings to 1921; being an epitome of
the mam work and its Supplement, to
which is added an epitome of the twen-
tieth century volumes covering 1901-21
Ox   umv. pr, 1930   1456p,142p   24cm
21s
 Binder's title    Concise dictionary of national biogra-
plrv, complete to 1921
History Founded by George Smith of the London
firm of Smith, Elder and co , and originally published
b> that firm as follows Mam work and 1st suppl,
fa3v , 1883-1901, Index and Epitome to v 1-63 1903
1456p , Enata, for v 1-63, 1904 299p , 2d suppl 3v
1912, Index and epitome to 2d suppl 1913 129p , Re-
issue of 63v ed , on thinner paper, with the incorpora-
tion in the text of the material m the Errata volume,
22v 1908-09, presented, 1917, by the heirs of George
Smith, to the Oxford umv press, to be continued by
that institution In 1920 that press reissued the 2d
fauppl , on thin papei, in one volume, as this was done
without lepaguig and without the amount of revision
given the reissue of the mam work and 1st suppl
(Smith, Elder) the Press was criticized in print by Sir
Sidney Lee For his letter, see London Times literary
supplement 14 Oct 1920, and London Times 23 Nov
1920, for reply by secietary of the Press see Times, 17
No\ 1920 p 8 The 3d suppl was published by the
(Moid umv piess, and a 4th decennial supplement is
in preparation, The "Concise dictionary" (for note see
below) 1930 1456p 112p Though the original work is
not being revised by the piesent publishers, an informal
revision of many articles is to be found in the impoitant
Errata notes published in the Bulletin of the Institute
of historical research of London University, 1923- These
notes are available also m separate form, printed on one
side of paper, for clipping and mounting A library
wishing to make best use of the Dictionary of national
biography should clip these Errata and mount them
alphabetically in a loose-leaf binder to form an addi-
tional Errata volume
The most important reference woik for English bi-
ography, containing signed articles by specialists, and
excellent bibliographies Articles are adequate, i e , im-
poitant names treated at great length, minor names
more briefly, and are generally reliable and scholarly
Scope includes all noteworthy inhabitants of the British
Isles and the Colonies, exclusive of living persons, in-
cludes noteworthy Americans of the colonial period The
first supplement includes biographies of those omitted
from the mam part and of those who died before Jan
22, 1901, the second supplement carries the record to
December 31, 1911, the third supplement covers 1912-
21, the entire work includes 31,485 biographies The
index and epitome serves a double purpose, & e, it is
both an index to the mam work and the first supple-
ment, and also an, independent biographical dictionary,
as it gives abstracts, each about one-fourteenth of the
length of the original article The "Concise dictionary"
contains two alphabetical lists (1) The original Index
and epitome (to v 1-66) first published 1903 and reprint-
ed here without change, and (2) Concise dictionary of
national biography, 20th century 1901-1921, which is a
new edition of the original Index and epitome to the
2d Supplement (published 1913) reset with names from
the 3d Supplement added in their alphabetical places
The volume and page references given in the original
Index to the 2d Supplement have been omitted, so only
the date of death shows whether a name given in this
2d list is to be found in the 2d or 3d Supplement

